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“The difference between a
democracy and a dictatorship
is that in a democracy you vote
first and take orders later; in a
dictatorship you don’t have to
waste your time voting.”
-Charles Bukowski

Sunshine’s
Sports Corner
By Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’
Loucks ~ Daily Bull

Lots of fun news going around in all kinds of
sports! Let’s start with our
local Huskies. The Michigan Tech Hockey team has
FINALLY won a game! Last
weekend they defeated the
#4 ranked Denver Tardnuggets, er, Pioneers, 3-2, scoring two shorthanded goals.
The next night Denver got
revenge, but it didn’t matter,
because the streak is over!
There was an entirely disappointing amount of rioting in
the streets, smashed snow
statues, and burned cars in
Houghton. So, I guess the
team needs to win again this
weekend against the Minnesota Groundhogs or Gophers, or whatever they call
themselves, to really get the
locals excited about hockey
again.
In Tech Basketball, the men’s
team has had two heart...see SPORTS on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like FPS based novels.

Guide to charming the ladies Vol. 1
By Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Have you been a lonely guy at Tech? stalk…er, I mean the MTU online direcWondering how you can increase the tory. There you may be able find out
number of ladies chasing after you? Well their phone number and email address.
you are in
luck! Here
Once you
is the first
have found
edition of
out all their
the guide to
personal incharming the
for mation,
ladies.
it is time
to conTo start, you
tact them.
need to find
This can be
that special
done in sevsomeone
eral ways.
and obAsk them to
serve them
meet you
from afar for
via email for
a short pea “tutoring
riod to see
session” –
what inforor, you could
mation you
wait til after
can gather.
the end of a
This can inclass and folclude their
low them to
name, their
where ever
a d d r e s s , Or, if you’re as gifted as Eugene Fitzherbert, you could they are gojust try giving them this look.
their parent’s
ing… then
names, their birthday, or where they eat see if you can find an opening to talk to
on Tuesday afternoons; you know, the them. Once you get the conversation
important stuff. If you are having trouble started its time to move in; ask them
finding out what their name is you can where they live, and if they don’t tell you
always use the class listing on BlackBoard
in conjunction with Facebook. Then using
...see Stalkernet on back

Why are there biscuits in the detergent?

For a 5x5 puzzle, fill in with the numbers 1-5. Do not repeat a number in any row
or column. The numbers in each heavily outlined set of squares, called cages,
must combine (in any order) to produce the target number in the top corner of the
cage using the mathematical operation indicated. Cages with just one box should
be filled in with the target number in the top corner. A number can be repeated
within a cage as long as it is not in the same row or column.

... Stalkernet from front

... SPORTS from front

stopping comeback wins in the last
week, beating Ashland 63-60 after
having trailed literally the entire game
but the last 32 seconds. Talk about
your now or never moments. They
also came back against a surprisingly
hot-shooting Lake Erie team, winning
that one 71-68. Winning this week
against Northwood and Saginaw
should cement the team to making
the GLIAC playoffs. In women’s action, the team continues to steamroll
opponents, stifling Ashland 68-50
and pounding Lake Erie 89-49 (which
would have been much worse had
not coach Cameron put in the backups for almost all of the second half).
The 7th ranked Lady Huskies are not
only hosting the GLIAC tournament,
they’re in a strong position to host
the NCAA Regional tournament for
the second consecutive year.
In NFL action, not much is going on.
Something about owners wanting
more money, and players wanting
more money, and some folks getting
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cut/signed/retiring. Oh, and a pending labor lockout due to the above
issues. While unlikely, it is entirely and
unfortunately possible that we could
go without professional football in the
fall (gasp!).

ally starting to gravitate to the East
after years of westward expansion.
John Candy would be proud (bonus
points for the first person to email me
this reference.)

In the NHL, the season grinds on. The
Major League Baseball is gearing up Wings had a 5 game winning streak
for another season, as spring training snapped by the Sharks, who are also
camps have started. Tigers slugger heating up. Todd Bertuzzi recently
Miguel Cabreplayed
his
ra is busted
1000th game,
for drinking in
pretty
imhis car on the
pressive for
side of the
hockey, and
road and the
especially for
media is up
a guy that will
in arms about
forever
be
it! Apparently
remembered
doing somefor recreating
thing like that
one of the
automatically
better fight
makes
you
scenes from
an alcoholic
“Slapshot”
instead
of
using Steve
just an idiot.
Moore’s head
If that’s true,
as a punch95% of Tech
ing bag. The
students are
West continalcoholics…
ues to be a
oh wait. Anycluster fuck,
ways,
not
with
NINE
much going Ahh yes. Sharks Vs. Wings. This is when a certain Daily points sepaon there ei- Bull member runs and hides in a corner until it’s over, rating teams
hoping the Red Wings fans don’t kill him when the
ther.
3-12 in the
Sharks beat them...
standings.
The NBA just had their all-star game The East is a bit more stratified, but is
and a slam-dunk contest that involved really wide open past the Philly Flyers.
Blake Griffin dunking over a car. Yes,
a car. Would have probably been In miscellaneous news: A ton of racmore impressive if it was a monster ers wrecked at the Indy 500, which
truck, but he’ll get style points regard- allowed a rookie unknown to win it.
less. The Pistons still suck, and the Teams are getting upset like crazy in
Heat are dominating. A series of big NCAA Men’s hoops action, with the
trades have also occurred recently. top four teams losing this week. And
Carmelo Anthony and Chauncey Bil- FINALLY, Finally, the ROCK has returned
lups are headed to the Knicks while to the WWE. And Carrie Underwood
Deron Williams is headed to the Nets. was banned from a radio station after
Seems like a few big names are re- her husband was traded.

keep asking until they do. This lets them them well. Just find their Facebook (if
know you mean business and that you they have one) and chat with them evare seriously interested in them.
ery time you see them online. If you can
obtain their phone number through
Here are some other ways to start the various methods start texting them
conversation.
ASAP. If they
You could just
ask where
“happen” to
you got their
run into them
number just
in an elevasay “so and
tor. There is
so gave it to
no excuse for
me a while
them to not
back”
talk to you
now and you
Now that you
have at least
have a few
15-30 secnew techonds to make
niques for
If all else fails, just get a Frankentstein costume and
a bad Beatkles wig, and run around yelling “paper.”
your move.
bagging the
Another vi- Thats sure enough to attract the girl of your dreams, no l a d i e s , i t ’ s
doubt! Just dont let the Scooby Crew get to you!
able option:
time to go
sit next to them in class every day until out and creep… hunt… er, I mean
a conversation finally pops up. Afterall, find some ladies and show them a
it’s bound to happen, right?
good time.
To help you move along in your quest it
might be helpful to introduce alcohol.
Find out what their favorite adult beverage is, get plenty of it, and then invite
them over for movies. Facebook can be
really helpful for this if you don’t know

Oh and remember the golden rule, no
means… well, you know how it goes!
Good luck to you all in your women
based escapades, and keep a watch
out for the next edition of Guide to
Charming the Ladies.

These business men are exhibitting perfect form in applying the knowledge given to them
by this article. You too will be able to pull off such amazing stunts of charm should you apply this article to your everyday woman charming needs! This applies to you too, women!

